


Appendix to Circular letter No. 313-07-881c  dated  11.04.2016 

 

RULES FOR THE CLASSIFICATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF SEA-GOING 

SHIPS, 2016, ND No. 2-020101-087-E 

 

PART III. EQUIPMENT, ARRANGEMENTS AND OUTFIT 

 

Annotation shall be supplemented with the following text: 

“Chapter 8.5: para 8.5.2.4 has been supplemented with the text in compliance 

with the requirements of IACS UI SC278 (Jan 2016). 

 

8.5 EXITS, DOORS, CORRIDORS, STAIRWAYS AND VERTICAL LADDERS 

 

Para 8.5.2.4 shall be supplemented with the following text: 

“The “open deck” shall be a category (10). “Open deck” (as defined in 2.2.1.5, 

Part VI "Fire Protection" of the Rules) at the lowest height from baseline in way of 

accommodation spaces.”. 

 

PART VII. MACHINERY INSTALLATIONS 

 

Annotation shall be supplemented with the following text: 

“Chapter 4.5: paras 4.5.5.1 and 4.5.5.3 have been supplemented with Notes on Escape 

from Machinery Spaces on Passenger Ships in compliance with IACS UI  SC276 (Jan 

2016).; 

paras 4.5.10 and 4.5.12 have been supplemented with Notes on Escape from Machinery 

Spaces on Cargo Ships in compliance with IACS UI  SC277 (Jan 2016).  

 

 

4.5 MEANS OF ESCAPE FROM MACHINERY SPACES 

 

Para 4.5.5.1 shall be supplemented with the following Notes: 

 “Notes: 

1. A “safe position” can be any space, excluding lockers and storerooms irrespective 

of their area, cargo spaces and spaces where flammable liquids are stowed, but 

including special category spaces and ro-ro spaces, from which access is provided 

and maintained clear of obstacles to the decks according to 4.5.1 (categories of 

ship’s spaces (refer to1.5 of Part VI “FIRE PROTECTION”)).  



 

 

2. Machinery spaces may include working platforms and passageways, or intermediate 

decks at more than one deck level. In such case, the lower part of the space shall 

be regarded as the lowest deck level, platform or passageway within the space. At 

deck levels, other than the lowest one, where only one means of escape other than 

the protected enclosure is provided, self-closing fire doors shall be fitted in the 

protected enclosure at that deck level. Smaller working platforms in-between deck 

levels, or only for access to equipment or components, need not be provided with 

two means of escape. 

 

 

3. A protected enclosure providing escape from machinery spaces to an open deck 

may be fitted with a hatch as means of egress from the enclosure to the open deck. 

The hatch shall have minimum internal dimensions of 800 mm x 800 mm.  

 

    

4. Internal dimensions (refer to Note 3) shall be interpreted as clear width, so that a 

passage having diameter of 800 mm is available throughout the vertical enclosure, 

as shown in Fig. 4.5.5, clear of ship’s structure, with insulation and equipment, if any. 

The ladder within the enclosure can be included in the internal dimensions of the 

enclosure. When protected enclosures include horizontal portions their clear width 

shall not be, less than 600 mm (refer to Fig.4.5.5). 

 

Para 4.5.5.3 shall be supplemented with the following Note: 

 

“Note. Inclined ladders/stairways in machinery spaces being part of, or providing 

access to, escape routes but not located within a protected enclosure shall not have 

an inclination greater than 60° and shall not be less than 600 mm in clear width. Such 

requirement need not be applied to ladders/stairways not forming part of an escape 

route, only provided for access to equipment or components, or similar areas, from 

one of the main platforms or deck levels within the spaces subject to requirements 

4.5.5.”. 

 

 Para 4.5.5 shall be supplemented with Fig.4.5.5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig. 4.5.5 Example of possible arrangements of escape fitted with a hatch taking 

into account minimum internal dimensions of clear width 

Para 4.5.10.1 shall be supplemented with the following Notes: 

 

“Notes:  

1. A “safe position” can be any space, excluding cargo spaces, lockers and 

storerooms irrespective of their area, cargo pump-rooms and spaces where 

flammable liquids are stowed, but including vehicle and ro-ro spaces, from 



which access is provided and maintained clear of obstacles to the open deck 

(categories of ship’s spaces (refer to 1.5 of Part VI “FIRE PROTECTION”)).  

 

 

2. Machinery spaces of category A may include working platforms and 
passageways, or intermediate decks at more than one deck level. In such case, 
the lower part of the space shall be regarded as the lowest deck level, platform 
or passageway within the space.  
At deck levels, other than the lowest one, where only one means of escape 

other than the protected enclosure is provided, self-closing fire doors shall be 

fitted in the protected enclosure at that deck level. Smaller working platforms 

in-between deck levels, or only for access to equipment or components, need 

not be provided with two means of escape 

 

 

3. A protected enclosure providing escape from machinery spaces to an open 

deck may be fitted with a hatch as means of egress from the enclosure to the 

open deck. The hatch shall have minimum internal dimensions of 800 mm x 

800 mm.  

    

4. Internal dimensions (refer to Note 3) shall be interpreted as clear width, so that 

a passage having diameter of 800 mm is available throughout the vertical 

enclosure, as shown in Fig. 4.5.5, clear of ship’s structure, with insulation and 

equipment, if any. The ladder within the enclosure can be included in the 

internal dimensions of the enclosure. When protected enclosures include 

horizontal portions their clear width shall not be less than 600 mm (refer to Fig. 

4.5.5).”.  

 

Para 4.5.10.3 shall be supplemented with the following Note:  

“Note. Inclined ladders/stairways in machinery spaces being part of, or providing 

access to, escape routes but not located within a protected enclosure shall not have 

an inclination greater than 60° and shall not be less than 600 mm in clear width. Such 

requirement need not be applied to ladders/stairways not forming part of an escape 

route, only provided for access to equipment or components, or similar areas, from 

one of the main platforms or deck levels within the spaces.”.   

 

Para 4.5.12 shall be supplemented with the following Note: 

 

 

“Note. The travel distance shall be measured from any point normally 

accessible to the crew, taking into account machinery and equipment within the 

space.”. 

  


